
NETWORK DATA MINING



NETWORKS/GRAPHS

• Structured data
‣ Text

- Sequence. Each item is before or after the other ones. And it is important
- 1D organisation

‣ Images
- Each pixel has a position in 2D grid, it is on the left, right, top or bottom compared 

with the other ones. And it is important
- 2D organisation

‣ Variants: Video (3D), time series (1D continuous), spatial (2D/3D continuous), 
etc.

‣ Networks: Neighborhoods are not constrained. The graph is the structure
- Generalization of discrete structures (text, images, videos)



NETWORKS/GRAPHS



NETWORKS ARE 
EVERYWHERE





Materials
Pop-science books

I have a copy I can lend



GRAPHS & NETWORKS
Networks often refers to real systems
• www,
• social network
• metabolic network. 
• Language: (Network, node, link) 

In most cases we will use the two terms interchangeably. 

Graph is the mathematical 
representation of a network
• Language: (Graph, vertex, edge) 

Vertex Edge
person friendship
neuron synapse
Website hyperlink
company ownership

gene regulation



NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS

Network Science
Cheatsheet

Made by
Remy Cazabet

� Network Basics

Networks: Graph notation
Graph notation : G = (V,E)
V set of vertices/nodes.
E set of edges/links.
u 2 V a node.
(u, v) 2 E an edge.

Types of networks
Simple graph: Edges can only exist or not exist between each pair of node.
Directed graph: Edges have a direction: (u, v) 2 V does not imply (v, u) 2
V

Weighted graph: A weight is associated to every edge.

Other types of graphs (multigraphs, multipartite, hypergraphs, etc.) are introduced in sheet ??

Network - Graph notation

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

Graph notation

G = (V,E)

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
E = {(0, 1), (0, 5), (0, 4),
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5),

(5, 4), (4, 4), (2, 3)}

Counting nodes and edges

N/n size: number of nodes |V |.
L/m number of edges |E|
Lmax Maximum number of links

Undirected network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)/2

Directed network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)

Node-Edge description

Nu Neighbourhood of u, nodes sharing a link with u.
ku Degree of u, number of neighbors |Nu|.
N

out
u Successors of u, nodes such as (u, v) 2 E in a directed

graph
N

in
u Predecessors of u, nodes such as (v, u) 2 E in a directed

graph
k
out
u Out-degree of u, number of outgoing edges |Nout

u |.
k
in
u In-degree of u, number of incoming edges |Nin

u |
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., B.A.B.A.C.E is a valid
walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:

h`i =
1

n(n � 1)

X

i 6=j

dij

Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
tices in the supergraph
StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections

Network Science
Cheatsheet

Made by
Remy Cazabet

� Network Basics

Networks: Graph notation
Graph notation : G = (V,E)
V set of vertices/nodes.
E set of edges/links.
u 2 V a node.
(u, v) 2 E an edge.

Network - Graph notation

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

Graph notation

G = (V,E)

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
E = {(1, 2), (1, 6),

(1, 5), (2, 4), (2, 3), (2, 5),

(2, 6), (6, 5), (5, 5), (4, 3)}

Types of networks
Simple graph: Edges can only exist or not exist between each pair of node.
Directed graph: Edges have a direction: (u, v) 2 V does not imply (v, u) 2
V

Weighted graph: A weight is associated to every edge.

Other types of graphs (multigraphs, multipartite, hypergraphs, etc.) are introduced in sheet ??

Counting nodes and edges

N/n size: number of nodes |V |.
L/m number of edges |E|
Lmax Maximum number of links

Undirected network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)/2

Directed network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)

Node-Edge description

Nu Neighbourhood of u, nodes sharing a link with u.
ku Degree of u, number of neighbors |Nu|.
N

out

u
Successors of u, nodes such as (u, v) 2 E in a directed
graph

N
in

u
Predecessors of u, nodes such as (v, u) 2 E in a directed
graph

k
out

u
Out-degree of u, number of outgoing edges |Nout

u
|.

k
in

u
In-degree of u, number of incoming edges |Nin

u
|

wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v
wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., �.�.�.�.� is a valid walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:

h`i =
1

n(n � 1)

X

i 6=j

dij

Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
tices in the supergraph
StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections



Node degree
Number of connections of a node
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• Directed network

• Undirected network
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DENSITY 

Colorful Cheatsheet: A Template

Original author: Remy Cazabet

� Network Basics

Networks: Graph notation
Graph notation : G = (V,E)
V set of vertices/nodes.
E set of edges/links.
u 2 V a node.
(u, v) 2 E an edge.

Types of networks
Simple graph: Edges can only exist or not exist between each pair of node.
Directed graph: Edges have a direction: (u, v) 2 V does not imply (v, u) 2
V

Weighted graph: A weight is associated to every edge.

Other types of graphs (multigraphs, multipartite, hypergraphs, etc.) are introduced in sheet ??

Network - Graph notation

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

Graph notation

G = (V,E)

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
E = {(0, 1), (0, 5), (0, 4),
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5),

(5, 4), (4, 4), (2, 3)}

Counting nodes and edges

N/n size: number of nodes |V |.
L/m number of edges |E|
Lmax Maximum number of links

Undirected network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)/2

Directed network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)

Node-Edge description

Nu Neighbourhood of u, nodes sharing a link with u.
ku Degree of u, number of neighbors |Nu|.
N

out
u Successors of u, nodes such as (u, v) 2 E in a directed

graph
N

in
u Predecessors of u, nodes such as (v, u) 2 E in a directed

graph
k
out
u Out-degree of u, number of outgoing edges |Nout

u |.
k
in
u In-degree of u, number of incoming edges |Nin

u |
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., B.A.B.A.C.E is a valid
walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:

h`i =
1

n(n � 1)

X

i 6=j

dij

Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
tices in the supergraph
StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections

Triangles counting
�u - number of triangles of u: number of triangles which contains node u

� - number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� =

P
u2V �u

�
max
u - triangles potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could
exist around node u, given its degree: �max

u = ⌧(u) =
�ki

2

�

�max - triangles potential of G: maximum number of triangles that could
exist in the graph, given its degree distribution: �max = 1

3

P
u2V �

max(u)



#nodes #edges Densité Deg. Moyen
Wikipedia 

HL
2M 30M 1.5x10-5 30

Twitter 2015 288M 60B 1.4x10-6 416
Facebook 

2015
1.4B 400B 4x10-9 570

Brain c. 
Elegans

280 6393 0,16 46
Roads Calif. 2M 2.7M 6x10-7 2,7

Airport 
traffic

3k 31k 0,007 21

Attention: Densité difficile à comparer entre des 
graphes de taille différente



DEGREE DISTRIBUTION

PDF (Probability Distribution Function)



CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT

• Clustering coefficient or triadic closure

• Triangles are considered important in real networks
‣ Think of social networks: friends of friends are my friends
‣ # triangles is a big difference between real and random networks



CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT

u Triangles=2

Possible triangles= =6

=2/6=1/3
(4

2)
Cu

Clustering Coe�cents - Triadic closure
The clustering coe�cient is ameasure of the triadic closure of a network of a
node neighborhood. The triadic closure is a notion coming from social net-
work analysis, often summarized by the aphorism The friends of my friends

are my friends.

Cu - Node clustering coe�cient: density of the subgraph induced by the
neighborhood of u, Cu = d(H(Nu). Also interpreted as the fraction of all
possible triangles inNu that exist, �u

�max
u

hCi - Average clustering coe�cient: Average clustering coe�cient of all
nodes in the graph, C̄ =

P
u2V Cu .

Be careful when interpreting this value, since all nodes con-
tributes equally, irrespectively of their degree, and that low
degree nodes tend to be much more frequent than hubs,
and their C value is very sensitive, i.e., for a node u of de-
gree �, Cu 2 0, 1, while nodes of higher degrees tend to
have more contrasted scores.

C
g - Global clustering coe�cient: Fraction of all possible triangles in the

graph that do exist, Cg = 3�
�max

� Node centrality

Node centrality indices
(Node structural indexes)
Node centrality indices re�ect how a node is characteristic of a given struc-
tural property. This is often summarized as a measure of the node impor-

tance, however importance and centrality are subjective/qualitative notions.
Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not necessarily measure how central

a node is, but rather how its position in the graph is typical of the property
captured by this index.

Centralities - Example

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasure how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness:
Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes. Its interpretation is the same as
the closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`
vu means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote mecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Edges: 2
Max edges: 4*3/2=6

=2/6=1/3Cu



CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT

Clustering Coe�cents - Triadic closure
The clustering coe�cient is ameasure of the triadic closure of a network of a
node neighborhood. The triadic closure is a notion coming from social net-
work analysis, often summarized by the aphorism The friends of my friends

are my friends.

Cu - Node clustering coe�cient: density of the subgraph induced by the
neighborhood of u, Cu = d(H(Nu). Also interpreted as the fraction of all
possible triangles inNu that exist, �u

�max
u

hCi - Average clustering coe�cient: Average clustering coe�cient of all
nodes in the graph, C̄ = 1

N

P
u2V Cu .

Be careful when interpreting this value, since all nodes con-
tributes equally, irrespectively of their degree, and that low
degree nodes tend to be much more frequent than hubs,
and their C value is very sensitive, i.e., for a node u of de-
gree �, Cu 2 0, 1, while nodes of higher degrees tend to
have more contrasted scores.

C
g - Global clustering coe�cient: Fraction of all possible triangles in the

graph that do exist, Cg = 3�
�max

� Node centrality

Node centrality indices
(Node structural indexes)
Node centrality indices re�ect how a node is characteristic of a given struc-
tural property. This is often summarized as a measure of the node impor-

tance, however importance and centrality are subjective/qualitative notions.
Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not necessarily measure how central

a node is, but rather how its position in the graph is typical of the property
captured by this index.

Centralities - Example

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasure how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness:
Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes. Its interpretation is the same as
the closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`
vu means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote mecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.



CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT

https://pynetwork.readthedocs.io/en/latest/connectivity.html

Global CC = Transitivity



CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT
• Global CC:

‣ In random networks, GCC = density
- =>very small for large graphs 

et al., 1999). Since the edges of the World Wide Web are
directed, the network is characterized by two degree dis-
tributions: the distribution of outgoing edges, Pout(k),
signifies the probability that a document has k outgoing
hyperlinks, and the distribution of incoming edges,
Pin(k), is the probability that k hyperlinks point to a
certain document. Several studies have established that
both Pout(k) and Pin(k) have power-law tails:

Pout!k "#k!$out and Pin!k "#k!$ in. (3)

Albert, Jeong, and Barabási (1999) have studied a
subset of the World Wide Web containing 325 729 nodes
and have found $out"2.45 and $ in"2.1. Kumar et al.
(1999) used a 40-million-document crawl by Alexa Inc.,
obtaining $out"2.38 and $ in"2.1 (see also Kleinberg
et al., 1999). A later survey of the World Wide Web to-
pology by Broder et al. (2000) used two 1999 Altavista
crawls containing in total 200 million documents, obtain-
ing $out"2.72 and $ in"2.1 with scaling holding close to
five orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). Adamic and Huber-
man (2000) used a somewhat different representation of
the World Wide Web, with each node representing a
separate domain name and two nodes being connected if
any of the pages in one domain linked to any page in the
other. While this method lumped together pages that
were on the same domain, representing a nontrivial ag-
gregation of the nodes, the distribution of incoming
edges still followed a power law with $ in

dom"1.94.
Note that $ in is the same for all measurements at the

document level despite the two-years’ time delay be-
tween the first and last web crawl, during which the
World Wide Web had grown at least five times larger.
However, $out has a tendency to increase with the
sample size or time (see Table II).

Despite the large number of nodes, the World Wide
Web displays the small-world property. This was first re-
ported by Albert, Jeong, and Barabási (1999), who
found that the average path length for a sample of
325 729 nodes was 11.2 and predicted, using finite size
scaling, that for the full World Wide Web of 800 million
nodes that would be a path length of around 19. Subse-
quent measurements by Broder et al. (2000) found that
the average path length between nodes in a 50-million-
node sample of the World Wide Web is 16, in agreement
with the finite size prediction for a sample of this size.
Finally, the domain-level network displays an average
path length of 3.1 (Adamic, 1999).

The directed nature of the World Wide Web does not
allow us to measure the clustering coefficient using Eq.
(1). One way to avoid this difficulty is to make the net-
work undirected, making each edge bidirectional. This
was the path followed by Adamic (1999), who studied
the World Wide Web at the domain level using a 1997
Alexa crawl of 50 million web pages distributed among
259 794 sites. Adamic removed the nodes that had have
only one edge, focusing on a network of 153 127 sites.
While these modifications are expected to increase the
clustering coefficient somewhat, she found C"0.1078,
orders of magnitude higher than Crand"0.000 23 corre-
sponding to a random graph of the same size and aver-
age degree.

B. Internet

The Internet is a network of physical links between
computers and other telecommunication devices (Fig.

TABLE I. The general characteristics of several real networks. For each network we have indicated the number of nodes, the
average degree %k&, the average path length l , and the clustering coefficient C . For a comparison we have included the average
path length l rand and clustering coefficient Crand of a random graph of the same size and average degree. The numbers in the last
column are keyed to the symbols in Figs. 8 and 9.

Network Size %k& l l rand C Crand Reference Nr.

WWW, site level, undir. 153 127 35.21 3.1 3.35 0.1078 0.00023 Adamic, 1999 1
Internet, domain level 3015–6209 3.52–4.11 3.7–3.76 6.36–6.18 0.18–0.3 0.001 Yook et al., 2001a,

Pastor-Satorras et al., 2001
2

Movie actors 225 226 61 3.65 2.99 0.79 0.00027 Watts and Strogatz, 1998 3
LANL co-authorship 52 909 9.7 5.9 4.79 0.43 1.8#10!4 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c 4

MEDLINE co-authorship 1 520 251 18.1 4.6 4.91 0.066 1.1#10!5 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c 5
SPIRES co-authorship 56 627 173 4.0 2.12 0.726 0.003 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c 6

NCSTRL co-authorship 11 994 3.59 9.7 7.34 0.496 3#10!4 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c 7
Math. co-authorship 70 975 3.9 9.5 8.2 0.59 5.4#10!5 Barabási et al., 2001 8

Neurosci. co-authorship 209 293 11.5 6 5.01 0.76 5.5#10!5 Barabási et al., 2001 9
E. coli, substrate graph 282 7.35 2.9 3.04 0.32 0.026 Wagner and Fell, 2000 10
E. coli, reaction graph 315 28.3 2.62 1.98 0.59 0.09 Wagner and Fell, 2000 11

Ythan estuary food web 134 8.7 2.43 2.26 0.22 0.06 Montoya and Solé, 2000 12
Silwood Park food web 154 4.75 3.40 3.23 0.15 0.03 Montoya and Solé, 2000 13
Words, co-occurrence 460.902 70.13 2.67 3.03 0.437 0.0001 Ferrer i Cancho and Solé, 2001 14

Words, synonyms 22 311 13.48 4.5 3.84 0.7 0.0006 Yook et al., 2001b 15
Power grid 4941 2.67 18.7 12.4 0.08 0.005 Watts and Strogatz, 1998 16
C. Elegans 282 14 2.65 2.25 0.28 0.05 Watts and Strogatz, 1998 17
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et al., 1999). Since the edges of the World Wide Web are
directed, the network is characterized by two degree dis-
tributions: the distribution of outgoing edges, Pout(k),
signifies the probability that a document has k outgoing
hyperlinks, and the distribution of incoming edges,
Pin(k), is the probability that k hyperlinks point to a
certain document. Several studies have established that
both Pout(k) and Pin(k) have power-law tails:

Pout!k "#k!$out and Pin!k "#k!$ in. (3)

Albert, Jeong, and Barabási (1999) have studied a
subset of the World Wide Web containing 325 729 nodes
and have found $out"2.45 and $ in"2.1. Kumar et al.
(1999) used a 40-million-document crawl by Alexa Inc.,
obtaining $out"2.38 and $ in"2.1 (see also Kleinberg
et al., 1999). A later survey of the World Wide Web to-
pology by Broder et al. (2000) used two 1999 Altavista
crawls containing in total 200 million documents, obtain-
ing $out"2.72 and $ in"2.1 with scaling holding close to
five orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). Adamic and Huber-
man (2000) used a somewhat different representation of
the World Wide Web, with each node representing a
separate domain name and two nodes being connected if
any of the pages in one domain linked to any page in the
other. While this method lumped together pages that
were on the same domain, representing a nontrivial ag-
gregation of the nodes, the distribution of incoming
edges still followed a power law with $ in

dom"1.94.
Note that $ in is the same for all measurements at the

document level despite the two-years’ time delay be-
tween the first and last web crawl, during which the
World Wide Web had grown at least five times larger.
However, $out has a tendency to increase with the
sample size or time (see Table II).

Despite the large number of nodes, the World Wide
Web displays the small-world property. This was first re-
ported by Albert, Jeong, and Barabási (1999), who
found that the average path length for a sample of
325 729 nodes was 11.2 and predicted, using finite size
scaling, that for the full World Wide Web of 800 million
nodes that would be a path length of around 19. Subse-
quent measurements by Broder et al. (2000) found that
the average path length between nodes in a 50-million-
node sample of the World Wide Web is 16, in agreement
with the finite size prediction for a sample of this size.
Finally, the domain-level network displays an average
path length of 3.1 (Adamic, 1999).

The directed nature of the World Wide Web does not
allow us to measure the clustering coefficient using Eq.
(1). One way to avoid this difficulty is to make the net-
work undirected, making each edge bidirectional. This
was the path followed by Adamic (1999), who studied
the World Wide Web at the domain level using a 1997
Alexa crawl of 50 million web pages distributed among
259 794 sites. Adamic removed the nodes that had have
only one edge, focusing on a network of 153 127 sites.
While these modifications are expected to increase the
clustering coefficient somewhat, she found C"0.1078,
orders of magnitude higher than Crand"0.000 23 corre-
sponding to a random graph of the same size and aver-
age degree.

B. Internet

The Internet is a network of physical links between
computers and other telecommunication devices (Fig.

TABLE I. The general characteristics of several real networks. For each network we have indicated the number of nodes, the
average degree %k&, the average path length l , and the clustering coefficient C . For a comparison we have included the average
path length l rand and clustering coefficient Crand of a random graph of the same size and average degree. The numbers in the last
column are keyed to the symbols in Figs. 8 and 9.

Network Size %k& l l rand C Crand Reference Nr.
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2
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Silwood Park food web 154 4.75 3.40 3.23 0.15 0.03 Montoya and Solé, 2000 13
Words, co-occurrence 460.902 70.13 2.67 3.03 0.437 0.0001 Ferrer i Cancho and Solé, 2001 14

Words, synonyms 22 311 13.48 4.5 3.84 0.7 0.0006 Yook et al., 2001b 15
Power grid 4941 2.67 18.7 12.4 0.08 0.005 Watts and Strogatz, 1998 16
C. Elegans 282 14 2.65 2.25 0.28 0.05 Watts and Strogatz, 1998 17
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� Network Basics

Networks: Graph notation
Graph notation : G = (V,E)
V set of vertices/nodes.
E set of edges/links.
u 2 V a node.
(u, v) 2 E an edge.

Network - Graph notation

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

Graph notation

G = (V,E)

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
E = {(0, 1), (0, 5), (0, 4),
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5),

(5, 4), (4, 4), (2, 3)}

Types of networks
Simple graph: Edges can only exist or not exist between each pair of node.
Directed graph: Edges have a direction: (u, v) 2 V does not imply (v, u) 2
V

Weighted graph: A weight is associated to every edge.

Other types of graphs (multigraphs, multipartite, hypergraphs, etc.) are introduced in sheet ??

Counting nodes and edges

N/n size: number of nodes |V |.
L/m number of edges |E|
Lmax Maximum number of links

Undirected network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)/2

Directed network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)

Node-Edge description

Nu Neighbourhood of u, nodes sharing a link with u.
ku Degree of u, number of neighbors |Nu|.
N

out
u Successors of u, nodes such as (u, v) 2 E in a directed

graph
N

in
u Predecessors of u, nodes such as (v, u) 2 E in a directed

graph
k
out
u Out-degree of u, number of outgoing edges |Nout

u |.
k
in
u In-degree of u, number of incoming edges |Nin

u |
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., �.�.�.�.� is a valid walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:

h`i =
1

n(n � 1)

X

i 6=j

dij

Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
tices in the supergraph
StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections
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u |
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., B.A.B.A.C.E is a valid
walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:
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1
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Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
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StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections



All shortest path algorithm

proc FloydWarshall(G=(V,E,w))
1 // let dist be a |V| × |V| array of minimum distances initialized to ∞ (infinity)
2 for each edge (u,v)
3    dist[u][v] ← w(u,v)  // the weight of the edge (u,v)
4 for each vertex v
5    dist[v][v] ← 0
6 for k from 1 to |V|
7    for i from 1 to |V|
8       for j from 1 to |V|
9          if dist[i][j] > dist[i][k] + dist[k][j] 
10             dist[i][j] ← dist[i][k] + dist[k][j]
11         end if

finding shortest paths in a weighted graph with positive or negative edge weights
(but with no negative cycles)

Checking and updating all paths going 
through nodes k=1, 2, 3, … , N by 
assuming that:

Complexity: O(n3)

shp(i,j,k)=
min(shp(i,j,k-1)), shp(i,k,k-1)+shp(k,j,k-1))
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E = {(0, 1), (0, 5), (0, 4),
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5),
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Types of networks
Simple graph: Edges can only exist or not exist between each pair of node.
Directed graph: Edges have a direction: (u, v) 2 V does not imply (v, u) 2
V

Weighted graph: A weight is associated to every edge.

Other types of graphs (multigraphs, multipartite, hypergraphs, etc.) are introduced in sheet ??

Counting nodes and edges

N/n size: number of nodes |V |.
L/m number of edges |E|
Lmax Maximum number of links

Undirected network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)/2

Directed network:
⇣
N

2

⌘
= N(N � 1)

Node-Edge description

Nu Neighbourhood of u, nodes sharing a link with u.
ku Degree of u, number of neighbors |Nu|.
N

out
u Successors of u, nodes such as (u, v) 2 E in a directed

graph
N

in
u Predecessors of u, nodes such as (v, u) 2 E in a directed

graph
k
out
u Out-degree of u, number of outgoing edges |Nout

u |.
k
in
u In-degree of u, number of incoming edges |Nin

u |
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v).
su Strength of u, sum of weights of adjacent edges, su =P

v wuv .

Network descriptors � - Nodes/Edges

hki Average degree: Real networks are sparse, i.e., typically
hki ⌧ n. Increases slowly with network size, e.g., d ⇠
log(m)

hki =
2m

n

d/d(G) Density: Fraction of pairs of nodes connected by an edge in
G.

d = L/Lmax

Paths - Walks - Distance
Walk: Sequences of adjacent edges or nodes (e.g., �.�.�.�.� is a valid walk)
Path: a walk in which each node is distinct.
Path length: number of edges encountered in a path
Weighted Path length: Sum of the weights of edges on a path
Shortest path: The shortest path between nodes u, v is a path of minimal
path length. Often it is not unique.
Weighted Shortest path: path of minimal weighted path length.
`u,v : Distance: The distance between nodes u, v is the length of the short-
est path

Network descriptors � - Paths
`max Diameter: maximum distance between any pair of nodes.
h`i Average distance:

h`i =
1

n(n � 1)

X

i 6=j

dij

Degree distribution
The degree distribution is considered an important network property. They
can follow two typical distributions:

• Bell-curved shaped (Normal/Poisson/Binomial)

• Scale-free, also called long-tail or Power-law

A Bell-curved distribution has a typical scale: as human height, it is centered
on an average value. A Scale-free distribution has no typical scale: as hu-
manwealth, its average value is not representative, low values (degrees) are
the most frequent, while a few very large values can be found (hubs, large
degree nodes).

More details later.

Subgraphs
subgraph H(W ): subset of nodes W of a graph G = (V,E) and edges
connecting them in G, i.e., subgraph H(W ) = (W,E

0),W ⇢ V, (u, v) 2
E

0 () u, v 2 W ^ (u, v) 2 E

Clique: subgraph with d = 1
Triangle: clique of size �
Connected component: a subgraph in which any two vertices are con-
nected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional ver-
tices in the supergraph
StronglyConnectedcomponent: In directed networks, a subgraph inwhich
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths
Weakly Connected component: In directed networks, a subgraph in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths if we disregard di-
rections



AVERAGE PATH LENGTH

• The famous 6 degrees of separation (Milgram experiment)
‣ (More on that next slide)

• Not too sensible to noise

• Tells you if the network is “stretched” or “hairball” like



SIDE-STORY: MILGRAM 
EXPERIMENT

• Small world experiment (60’s)
‣ Give a (physical) mail to random people
‣ Ask them to send to someone they don’t know

- They know his city, job
‣ They send to their most relevant contact

• Results: In average, 6 hops to arrive



SIDE-STORY: MILGRAM 
EXPERIMENT

• Many criticism on the experiment itself: 
‣ Some mails did not arrive
‣ Small sample
‣ …

• Checked on “real” complete graphs (giant component):
‣ MSN messenger
‣ Facebook
‣ The world wide web
‣ …



SIDE-STORY: MILGRAM 
EXPERIMENT

Facebook



SMALL WORLD

Triangles counting
�u - Triads of u: number of triangles containing node u

� -Number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� = 1

3

P
u2V

�u .

Each triangle in the graph is counted as a triad once by each of its nodes.

�
max
u

- Triad potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could exist
around node u, given its degree: �max

u
= ⌧(u) =

�
ki
2

�

�max - Triangle potential of G: maximum number of triangles that could
exist in the graph, given its degree distribution: �max = 1

3

P
u2V

�
max(u)

Clustering Coe�cents - Triadic closure
The clustering coe�cient is ameasure of the triadic closure of a network of a
node neighborhood. The triadic closure is a notion coming from social net-
work analysis, often summarized by the aphorism The friends of my friends

are my friends.

Cu - Node clustering coe�cient: density of the subgraph induced by the
neighborhood of u, Cu = d(H(Nu). Also interpreted as the fraction of all
possible triangles in Nu that exist, �u

�max
u

hCi - Average clustering coe�cient: Average clustering coe�cient of all
nodes in the graph, C̄ = 1

N

P
u2V

Cu .

Be careful when interpreting this value, since all nodes contributes equally, irrespectively of their

degree, and that low degree nodes tend to bemuchmore frequent than hubs, and theirC value

is very sensitive, i.e., for a nodeu of degree �,Cu 2 0, 1, while nodes of higher degrees tend

to have more contrasted scores.

C
g - Global clustering coe�cient: Fraction of all possible triangles in the

graph that do exist, Cg = 3�
�max

Cores and Shells
Many real networks are known to have a core-periphery structure, i.e.,
there is a densely connected core at its center and a more peripheral
zone in which nodes are loosely connected between them and to the core.

k-core: The k-core (core of order k) of G(V,E) is the largest subgraph
H(C) such as all nodes have at least a degree k, i.e., 8u 2 C, k

H

u
 k,

withkH

u
the degree of node u in subgraph H .

coreness: A vertex u has coreness k if it belongs to the k-core but not to
the k + 1-core.
c-shell: all vertices whose coreness is exactly c.

Vocabulary
Singleton: node with a degree k = 0
Hub: node u with ku � hki

Bridge: Edge which, when removed, split a connected component in two.
Self-loop: Edge which connects a node to itself.

Complete network: L = Lmax

Sparse network: d ⌧ 1, L ⌧ Lmax

Connected Graph: Graph composed of a single connected component

Small World Network
A network is said to have the small world property when it has some struc-
tural properties. The notion is not quantitatively de�ned, but two properties
are required:

• Average distance must be short, i.e., h`i ⇡ log(N)

• Clustering coe�cient must be high, i.e., much larger than in a ran-
dom network , e.g., Cg � d, with d the network density

This property is considered characteristic of real networks, as opposition to
random networks. It is believed to be associated to particular properties
(robustness to failures, e�cient information �ow, etc.), and to be the conse-
quence of emergent mechanisms typical of complex systems.

� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.



NETWORK DESCRIPTORS

• Many other network descriptors exist: 
‣ Modularity (later in community detection class)
‣ Centralization (comparing the centrality scores between most central and less 

central, see later)
‣ Rich-club coefficient: tendency of high-degrees to connected to high-degrees, cf 

random network class
‣ Motif profiles (how often do specific subgraphs appear)
‣ Network Resilience (see practicals)
‣ etc.
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NETWORK DESCRIPTORS

• Many other network descriptors exist: 
‣ Modularity (later in community detection class)
‣ Centralization (comparing the centrality scores between most central and less 

central, see later)
‣ Rich-club coefficient: tendency of high-degrees to connected to high-degrees, cf 

random network class
‣ Motif profiles (how often do specific subgraphs appear)
‣ Network Resilience (see practicals)
‣ etc.



EXEMPLE OF GRAPH 
ANALYSIS

• 721M users (nodes) (active in the last 28 days)

• 68B edges

• Average degree: 190 (average # friends)

• Median degree: 99

• Connected component: 99.91%



EXEMPLE OF GRAPH 
ANALYSIS

Age homophily

(More next class)



EXEMPLE OF GRAPH 
ANALYSIS

My friends have more
Friends than me!

Many of my friends have the 
Same # of friends than me!



ADJACENCY MATRIX

Triangles counting
�u - Triads of u: number of triangles containing node u

� -Number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� = 1

3
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Each triangle in the graph is counted as a triad once by each of its nodes.
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max
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- Triad potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could exist
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ki
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P
u2V
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max(u)

Cores and Shells
Many real networks are known to have a core-periphery structure, i.e.,
there is a densely connected core at its center and a more peripheral
zone in which nodes are loosely connected between them and to the core.

k-core: The k-core (core of order k) of G(V,E) is the largest subgraph
H(C) such as all nodes have at least a degree k, i.e., 8u 2 C, k

H
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 k,

withkH

u
the degree of node u in subgraph H .

coreness: A vertex u has coreness k if it belongs to the k-core but not to
the k + 1-core.
c-shell: all vertices whose coreness is exactly c.

Vocabulary
Singleton: node with a degree k = 0
Hub: node u with ku � hki

Bridge: Edge which, when removed, split a connected component in two.
Self-loop: Edge which connects a node to itself.

Complete network: L = Lmax

Sparse network: d ⌧ 1, L ⌧ Lmax

Connected Graph: Graph composed of a single connected component

� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.

Spectral properties of A
Spectral Graph Theory is a whole �eld in itself, and beyond the scope of
this class. A few elements for those with a linear algebra background:

• The adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph is symmetric,
and therefore has a complete set of real eigenvalues and an orthog-
onal eigenvector basis.

• The set of eigenvalues of a graph is the spectrum of the graph.

• Eigenvalues are denoted as �0  �1  �2  . . .�n

• The largest eigenvalue �0 lies between the average and maximum
degrees

• The number of closed walks of length k in G equals
P

n

i
= 0�k

i

• A graph is bipartite if and only if its spectrum is symmetric (i.e., if �
is an eigenvalue, then so is ��

• IfG is connected, then the diameter ofG is strictly less than its num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues

Matrix notation - Example

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

A - AdjacencyMat.

0

BBBBB@

0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 0

1

CCCCCA

D - Degree Matrix

0

BBBBB@

3 0 0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 3

1

CCCCCA

L - Laplacian

0

BBBBB@

2 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1
�1 4 �1 �1 �1 �1
�1 �1 1 �1 �1 �1
�1 �1 �1 1 �1 �1
�1 �1 �1 �1 4 �1
�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 2

1

CCCCCA

A2

0

BBBBB@

3 2 1 1 3 2
2 5 1 1 3 2
1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1
3 3 1 1 4 3
2 2 1 1 3 3

1

CCCCCA

Triangles counting
�u - Triads of u: number of triangles containing node u

� -Number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� = 1

3

P
u2V

�u .

Each triangle in the graph is counted as a triad once by each of its nodes.

�
max
u

- Triad potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could exist
around node u, given its degree: �max

u
= ⌧(u) =

�
ki
2

�

�max - Triangle potential of G: maximum number of triangles that could
exist in the graph, given its degree distribution: �max = 1

3

P
u2V

�
max(u)

Cores and Shells
Many real networks are known to have a core-periphery structure, i.e.,
there is a densely connected core at its center and a more peripheral
zone in which nodes are loosely connected between them and to the core.

k-core: The k-core (core of order k) of G(V,E) is the largest subgraph
H(C) such as all nodes have at least a degree k, i.e., 8u 2 C, k

H

u
 k,

withkH

u
the degree of node u in subgraph H .

coreness: A vertex u has coreness k if it belongs to the k-core but not to
the k + 1-core.
c-shell: all vertices whose coreness is exactly c.

Vocabulary
Singleton: node with a degree k = 0
Hub: node u with ku � hki

Bridge: Edge which, when removed, split a connected component in two.
Self-loop: Edge which connects a node to itself.

Complete network: L = Lmax

Sparse network: d ⌧ 1, L ⌧ Lmax

Connected Graph: Graph composed of a single connected component

� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.

Spectral properties of A
Spectral Graph Theory is a whole �eld in itself, and beyond the scope of
this class. A few elements for those with a linear algebra background:

• The adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph is symmetric,
and therefore has a complete set of real eigenvalues and an orthog-
onal eigenvector basis.

• The set of eigenvalues of a graph is the spectrum of the graph.

• Eigenvalues are denoted as �0  �1  �2  . . .�n

• The largest eigenvalue �0 lies between the average and maximum
degrees

• The number of closed walks of length k in G equals
P

n

i
= 0�k

i

• A graph is bipartite if and only if its spectrum is symmetric (i.e., if �
is an eigenvalue, then so is ��

• IfG is connected, then the diameter ofG is strictly less than its num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues

Matrix notation - Example
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Triangles counting
�u - Triads of u: number of triangles containing node u

� -Number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� = 1

3
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�u .

Each triangle in the graph is counted as a triad once by each of its nodes.

�
max
u

- Triad potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could exist
around node u, given its degree: �max

u
= ⌧(u) =
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�

�max - Triangle potential of G: maximum number of triangles that could
exist in the graph, given its degree distribution: �max = 1
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Cores and Shells
Many real networks are known to have a core-periphery structure, i.e.,
there is a densely connected core at its center and a more peripheral
zone in which nodes are loosely connected between them and to the core.

k-core: The k-core (core of order k) of G(V,E) is the largest subgraph
H(C) such as all nodes have at least a degree k, i.e., 8u 2 C, k

H

u
 k,

withkH

u
the degree of node u in subgraph H .

coreness: A vertex u has coreness k if it belongs to the k-core but not to
the k + 1-core.
c-shell: all vertices whose coreness is exactly c.

Vocabulary
Singleton: node with a degree k = 0
Hub: node u with ku � hki

Bridge: Edge which, when removed, split a connected component in two.
Self-loop: Edge which connects a node to itself.

Complete network: L = Lmax

Sparse network: d ⌧ 1, L ⌧ Lmax

Connected Graph: Graph composed of a single connected component

� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.

Spectral properties of A
Spectral Graph Theory is a whole �eld in itself, and beyond the scope of
this class. A few elements for those with a linear algebra background:

• The adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph is symmetric,
and therefore has a complete set of real eigenvalues and an orthog-
onal eigenvector basis.

• The set of eigenvalues of a graph is the spectrum of the graph.

• Eigenvalues are denoted as �0  �1  �2  . . .�n

• The largest eigenvalue �0 lies between the average and maximum
degrees

• The number of closed walks of length k in G equals
P

n
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= 0�k
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• A graph is bipartite if and only if its spectrum is symmetric (i.e., if �
is an eigenvalue, then so is ��

• IfG is connected, then the diameter ofG is strictly less than its num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues
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Triangles counting
�u - Triads of u: number of triangles containing node u

� -Number of triangles in the graph total number of triangles in the graph,
� = 1
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Each triangle in the graph is counted as a triad once by each of its nodes.
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- Triad potential of u: maximum number of triangles that could exist
around node u, given its degree: �max
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= ⌧(u) =
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�max - Triangle potential of G: maximum number of triangles that could
exist in the graph, given its degree distribution: �max = 1
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Cores and Shells
Many real networks are known to have a core-periphery structure, i.e.,
there is a densely connected core at its center and a more peripheral
zone in which nodes are loosely connected between them and to the core.

k-core: The k-core (core of order k) of G(V,E) is the largest subgraph
H(C) such as all nodes have at least a degree k, i.e., 8u 2 C, k
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the degree of node u in subgraph H .

coreness: A vertex u has coreness k if it belongs to the k-core but not to
the k + 1-core.
c-shell: all vertices whose coreness is exactly c.

Vocabulary
Singleton: node with a degree k = 0
Hub: node u with ku � hki

Bridge: Edge which, when removed, split a connected component in two.
Self-loop: Edge which connects a node to itself.

Complete network: L = Lmax

Sparse network: d ⌧ 1, L ⌧ Lmax

Connected Graph: Graph composed of a single connected component

� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.

Spectral properties of A
Spectral Graph Theory is a whole �eld in itself, and beyond the scope of
this class. A few elements for those with a linear algebra background:

• The adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph is symmetric,
and therefore has a complete set of real eigenvalues and an orthog-
onal eigenvector basis.

• The set of eigenvalues of a graph is the spectrum of the graph.

• Eigenvalues are denoted as �0  �1  �2  . . .�n

• The largest eigenvalue �0 lies between the average and maximum
degrees

• The number of closed walks of length k in G equals
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• A graph is bipartite if and only if its spectrum is symmetric (i.e., if �
is an eigenvalue, then so is ��

• IfG is connected, then the diameter ofG is strictly less than its num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues
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CENTRALITIES
Characterizing/Discovering important nodes



FARNESS, CLOSENESS
HARMONIC CENTRALITY



CENTRALITY

• We can measure nodes importance using so-called 
centrality. 

• Poor terminology: nothing to do with being central in general

• Usage:
‣ Some centralities have straightforward interpretation
‣ Centralities can be used as node features for machine learning on graph

- (Classification, link prediction, …)



NODE DEGREE

• Degree: how many neighbors

• Often enough to find important nodes
‣ Main characters of a series talk with the more people
‣ Largest airports have the most connections
‣ …

• But not always
‣ Facebook users with the most friends are spam
‣ Webpages/wikipedia pages with most links are simple lists of references
‣ …



FARNESS, CLOSENESS

• How close the node is to all other nodes

• Parallel with the center of a figure:
‣ Center of a circle is the point of shorter average distance to any points in the 

circle



Network Science
Cheatsheet

Made by
Remy Cazabet

� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a votemecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

This recursive de�nition can be interpreted in term of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, which is de�ned as Ax = �x, with x an eigenvector, � and
eigeinvalue. The Ax operation corresponds to Equation �. The eigenvector
centrality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated
with the highest eigenvalue.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.

FARNESS, CLOSENESS
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which is the maximal score in the network, but one other vertex has the same closeness (which
one?). Its harmonic centrality is 0.6212 . . . , which is the second largest value (what is the largest?).
The minimal scores are 0.316 (closeness) and 0.417 (harmonic), which illustrates the narrow range
of variation of closeness (less than a factor of 2). (Do you see which vertex produces these scores?)

Applying the harmonic centrality calculation to the karate club network yields the figure on the
next page (with circle size scaled to be proportional to the score). The small size of this network
tends to compress the centrality scores into a narrow range. Comparing the harmonic scores to
degrees, we observe several di↵erences. For instance, the centrality of vertex 17, the only vertex in
group 1 that does not connect to the hub vertex 1, is lower than that of vertex 12, which has the
lowest degree but connects to the high-degree vertex 1. And, vertex 3 has a harmonic centrality
close to that of the main hubs 1 and 34, by virtue of it being “between” the two groups and thus
having short paths to all members of each.
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Relationship to degree-based centralities

In fact, degree-based centrality measures are related to geodesic-based measures like closeness and
harmonic centrality, although they do emphasize di↵erent aspects of network structure. For in-
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes. Its interpretation is the same as
the closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote mecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

This recursive de�nition can be interpreted in term of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, which is de�ned as Ax = �x, with x an eigenvector, � and
eigeinvalue. The Ax operation corresponds to Equation �. The eigenvector
centrality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated
with the highest eigenvalue.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes. Its interpretation is the same as
the closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote mecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

This recursive de�nition can be interpreted in term of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, which is de�ned as Ax = �x, with x an eigenvector, � and
eigeinvalue. The Ax operation corresponds to Equation �. The eigenvector
centrality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated
with the highest eigenvalue.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.
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1
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1
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1
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which is the maximal score in the network, but one other vertex has the same closeness (which
one?). Its harmonic centrality is 0.6212 . . . , which is the second largest value (what is the largest?).
The minimal scores are 0.316 (closeness) and 0.417 (harmonic), which illustrates the narrow range
of variation of closeness (less than a factor of 2). (Do you see which vertex produces these scores?)

Applying the harmonic centrality calculation to the karate club network yields the figure on the
next page (with circle size scaled to be proportional to the score). The small size of this network
tends to compress the centrality scores into a narrow range. Comparing the harmonic scores to
degrees, we observe several di↵erences. For instance, the centrality of vertex 17, the only vertex in
group 1 that does not connect to the hub vertex 1, is lower than that of vertex 12, which has the
lowest degree but connects to the high-degree vertex 1. And, vertex 3 has a harmonic centrality
close to that of the main hubs 1 and 34, by virtue of it being “between” the two groups and thus
having short paths to all members of each.
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Relationship to degree-based centralities

In fact, degree-based centrality measures are related to geodesic-based measures like closeness and
harmonic centrality, although they do emphasize di↵erent aspects of network structure. For in-
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which (A`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u. Note that

in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a votemecha-
nism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u quickly,
and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

This recursive de�nition can be interpreted in term of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, which is de�ned as Ax = �x, with x an eigenvector, � and
eigeinvalue. The Ax operation corresponds to Equation �. The eigenvector
centrality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated
with the highest eigenvalue.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.
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• Measure how much the node plays the role of a bridge

• Betweenness of u: fraction of all the shortest paths between all 
the pairs of nodes going through u.
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and

↵ <
1
�i

a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)

�!
I

Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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which is the maximal score in the network, but one other vertex has the same closeness (which
one?). Its harmonic centrality is 0.6212 . . . , which is the second largest value (what is the largest?).
The minimal scores are 0.316 (closeness) and 0.417 (harmonic), which illustrates the narrow range
of variation of closeness (less than a factor of 2). (Do you see which vertex produces these scores?)

Applying the harmonic centrality calculation to the karate club network yields the figure on the
next page (with circle size scaled to be proportional to the score). The small size of this network
tends to compress the centrality scores into a narrow range. Comparing the harmonic scores to
degrees, we observe several di↵erences. For instance, the centrality of vertex 17, the only vertex in
group 1 that does not connect to the hub vertex 1, is lower than that of vertex 12, which has the
lowest degree but connects to the high-degree vertex 1. And, vertex 3 has a harmonic centrality
close to that of the main hubs 1 and 34, by virtue of it being “between” the two groups and thus
having short paths to all members of each.
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Relationship to degree-based centralities

In fact, degree-based centrality measures are related to geodesic-based measures like closeness and
harmonic centrality, although they do emphasize di↵erent aspects of network structure. For in-

11

u

CB(u) = 2
5 * 6 + 1 + 1

2 + 1
2

11 * 10
=

64
110

Exact computation:

Floyd-Warshall:  O(n3) time complexity  
          O(n2) space complexity 

Approximate computation
 Dijskstra: O(n(m+n log n)) time complexity  
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and

↵ <
1
�i

a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)

�!
I

Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X
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v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
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vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .



BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY

(blue higher) (red higher)



EDGE - BETWEENNESS 

Can you guess the edge of
highest betweenness in 

the European rail network ?

Same definition as for nodes
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RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS

• Recursive importance:
‣ Important nodes are those connected to important nodes

• Several centralities based on this idea:
‣ Eigenvector centrality
‣ PageRank
‣ …



RECURSIVE DEFINITION

• We would like scores such as :
‣ Each node has a score (centrality), 
‣ If every node “sends” its score to its neighbors, the sum of all scores received 

by each node will be equal to its original score

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
1

�

X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

with � a normalisation constant. This recursive de�nition can be interpreted
in term of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which is de�ned asAx = �x, with
x an eigenvector, � the corresponding eigeinvalue. The eigenvector cen-
trality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated with
the highest eigenvalue, the only solution for which all centrality values are
positive.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.

Pagerank centrality
Pagerank centrality is famous for being the method originally used by
google to rank web-pages: all pages containing the researched words are
ordered according to their Pagerank score in the graph of the WWW, in
which nodes are webpages and edges are hyperlinks.
It is a variant of the Eigenvector centrality, solving the problem of source
nodes, i.e., kin = 0. Those nodes have by de�nition a, eigenvector central-
ity of � at t+�, and thus send a value of � at t+�, which might in turn result in
a score of � for its successors, and so on and so forth.
Pagerank introduces two improvements: �) at each step t, each node gain
a small constant value. �) The values sent are divided equally among suc-
cessors (normalization by degree). Equation � thus becomes:

C
t+1
u

= ↵

X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v

kout
v

+ � (�)

with, by convention, � = 1,↵ a parameter.
Pagerank centrality can also be expressed as the leading eigenvector of the
so-called Google matrix G, de�ned as Gij = ↵Sij + (1 � ↵)/n, with Sij

the adjacency matrix normalized by column.

Edge Structural indices
Edges situation in the network can also be described using srtuctural prop-
erties, most of them being similar to node centralities.
Edge Clustering C

e of an edge (u, v) is the fraction of the neighbors of at
least one of the two nodes which are neighbors of both of them, i.e.,

C
e(u, v) =

|Nu \ Nv|
|Nu [ Nv| � 2

High clustering edges are said Integrative, low values nodes are said Disper-
sive.
Edge betweenness Is de�ned exactly as node betweenness, but counting
shortest paths going through each edge instead of each node, i.e.,

CB(u, v) =
X

s 6=t2V

�st(u, v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(u, v)
the number of those paths passing through edge (u, v).

• With  a normalisation constantλ



RECURSIVE DEFINITION

• This problem can be solved by what is called the power 
method:
‣ 1) We initialize all scores to random values
‣ 2)Each score is updated according to the desired rule, until reaching a stable 

point (after normalization)

• Why does it converge?
‣ Perron-Frobenius theorem (see next slide)
‣ =>True for undirected graphs with a single connected component



EIGENVECTOR CENTRALITY

• What we just described is called the Eigenvector centrality

• A couple eigenvector ( ) and eigenvalue ( ) is defined by the 
following relation: 
‣  is a column vector of size n, which can be interpreted as the scores of nodes

• What Perron-Frobenius algorithm says is that the power 
method will always converge to the leading eigenvector, i.e., the 
eigenvector associated with the highest eigenvalue

x λ
Ax = λx

x



Eigenvector Centrality
Some problems in case of directed network:
• Adjacency matrix is asymmetric
• 2 sets of eigenvectors (Left & Right)
• 2 leading eigenvectors 

• Use right eigenvectors : consider nodes that 
are pointing towards you 

17

Eigenvector centrality — Bonacich centrality 
I am important if my friends are important too

Vertex A is connected but 
has only outgoing link 
= Its centrality will be 0 

Vertex B has outgoing and 
ingoing 

But Ingoing comes from A 
= Its centrality will be 0 

Only in strongly connected component 

Acyclic networks (citation network) do not have strongly connected 
component 

-Vertex A is connected but has only outgoing link = Its centrality will be 0 

-Vertex B has outgoing and an incoming link, but incoming link comes from A 
= Its centrality will be 0 
-etc.

But problem with source nodes (0 in-degree)

Solution: Only in strongly connected component 
Note: Acyclic networks (citation network) do not have strongly connected component 



PageRank Centrality
• Eigenvector centrality generalised for directed networks

PageRank
The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine

Brin, S. and Page, L. (1998) The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine. In: Seventh International 
World-Wide Web Conference (WWW 1998), April 14-18, 1998, Brisbane, Australia.

Wednesday, November 14, 12



PageRank Centrality
• Eigenvector centrality generalised for directed networks

PageRank
The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine

Brin, S. and Page, L. (1998) The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine. In: Seventh International 
World-Wide Web Conference (WWW 1998), April 14-18, 1998, Brisbane, Australia.

Wednesday, November 14, 12



PageRank Centrality
(Side notes)

-“We chose our system name, Google, because it 
is a common spelling of googol, or  and fits well with our goal of building very large-
scale search “

10100

-“[…] at the same time, search engines have migrated from the academic domain to the 
commercial. Up until now most search engine development has gone on at 
companies with little publication of technical details. This causes search 
engine technology to remain largely a black art and to be advertising 
oriented (see Appendix A). With Google, we have a strong goal to push 
more development and understanding into the academic realm.”

-“[...], we expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the 
advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers."



PageRank Centrality

Sergey Brin received his B.S. degree in mathematics and computer science
from the University of Maryland at College Park in 1993. Currently, he is a
Ph.D. candidate in computer science at Stanford University where he received
his M.S. in 1995. He is a recipient of a National Science Foundation Graduate
Fellowship. His research interests include search engines, information
extraction from unstructured sources, and data mining of large text collections
and scientific data. 

 
Lawrence Page was born in East Lansing, Michigan, and received a B.S.E.
in Computer Engineering at the University of Michigan Ann Arbor in 1995.
He is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Computer Science at Stanford University.
Some of his research interests include the link structure of the web, human
computer interaction, search engines, scalability of information access
interfaces, and personal data mining. 

8 Appendix A: Advertising and Mixed Motives
Currently, the predominant business model for commercial search engines is advertising. The goals of
the advertising business model do not always correspond to providing quality search to users. For
example, in our prototype search engine one of the top results for cellular phone is "The Effect of
Cellular Phone Use Upon Driver Attention", a study which explains in great detail the distractions and
risk associated with conversing on a cell phone while driving. This search result came up first because
of its high importance as judged by the PageRank algorithm, an approximation of citation importance on
the web [Page, 98]. It is clear that a search engine which was taking money for showing cellular phone
ads would have difficulty justifying the page that our system returned to its paying advertisers. For this
type of reason and historical experience with other media [Bagdikian 83], we expect that advertising
funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the advertisers and away from the needs of the
consumers. 

Since it is very difficult even for experts to evaluate search engines, search engine bias is particularly
insidious. A good example was OpenText, which was reported to be selling companies the right to be
listed at the top of the search results for particular queries [Marchiori 97]. This type of bias is much
more insidious than advertising, because it is not clear who "deserves" to be there, and who is willing to
pay money to be listed. This business model resulted in an uproar, and OpenText has ceased to be a
viable search engine. But less blatant bias are likely to be tolerated by the market. For example, a search
engine could add a small factor to search results from "friendly" companies, and subtract a factor from
results from competitors. This type of bias is very difficult to detect but could still have a significant
effect on the market. Furthermore, advertising income often provides an incentive to provide poor

(Side notes)



PAGERANK

• 2 main improvements over eigenvector centrality: 
‣ In directed networks, problem of source nodes

-  => Add a constant centrality gain for every node
‣ Nodes with very high centralities give very high centralities to all their neighbors 

(even if that is their only in-coming link)
- => What each node “is worth” is divided equally among its neighbors (normalization by the 

degree)

=>
With by convention =1 and  a parameter (usually 0.85) controlling the 

relative importance of 
β α

β

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,

C
t+1
u

=
1

�

X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v
(�)

with � a normalisation constant. This recursive de�nition can be interpreted
in term of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which is de�ned asAx = �x, with
x an eigenvector, � the corresponding eigeinvalue. The eigenvector cen-
trality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated with
the highest eigenvalue, the only solution for which all centrality values are
positive.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.

Eigenvector centrality cannot in general be computedondirectednetworks,
because of source nodes, i.e., kin = 0. Those nodes have by de�nition a,
eigenvector centrality of � at t+�, and thus send a value of � at t+�, which
might in turn result in a score of � for its successors, and so on and so forth.

Pagerank centrality
Pagerank centrality is famous for being the method originally used by
google to rank web-pages: all pages containing the researched words are
ordered according to their Pagerank score in the graph of the WWW, in
which nodes are webpages and edges are hyperlinks.
It is a variant of the Eigenvector centrality, solving the problem of source
nodes.
Pagerank introduces two improvements: �) at each step t, each node gain
a small constant value. �) The values sent are divided equally among suc-
cessors (normalization by degree). Equation � thus becomes:

C
t+1
u

= ↵

X

v2Nin
u

C
t

v

kout
v

+ � (�)

with, by convention, � = 1,↵ 2 [0, 1] a parameter.
Pagerank centrality can also be expressed as the leading eigenvector of the
so-called Google matrix G, de�ned as Gij = ↵Sij + (1 � ↵)/n, with Sij

the adjacency matrix normalized by column.

Pagerank & RandomWalk
Pagerank can be interpreted in term of random walks. If you consider a
random walker moving from nodes to nodes following randomly chosen
out-going links, which starts on a random node and moves an in�nite num-
ber of times. Consider that at each step, this random walker can teleport to
any other node with a probability /alpha instead of following an outgoing
edge. Then, the probability for this random walker to be on each particular
node corresponds to its Pagerank score.
We can note that the average length of a walk before restart is ↵

1�↵
. The

typical value ↵ = 0.85 thus means that random walkers move in average
�.� times before restart, a typical value of average distance in real graphs.

Edge Structural indices
Edges situation in the network can also be described using structural prop-
erties, most of them being similar to node centralities.
Edge Clustering C

e of an edge (u, v) is the fraction of the neighbors of at
least one of the two nodes which are neighbors of both of them, i.e.,

C
e(u, v) =

|Nu \ Nv|
|Nu [ Nv| � 2

High clustering edges are said Integrative, low values nodes are said Disper-
sive.
Edge betweenness Is de�ned exactly as node betweenness, but counting
shortest paths going through each edge instead of each node, i.e.,

CB(u, v) =
X

s 6=t2V

�st(u, v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(u, v)
the number of those paths passing through edge (u, v).

Node Similarity
When studying a network, one might be interested in comparing nodes be-
tween themselves, for instance to discover the most similar nodes in the
network, or to assess if two nodes they are interested in share a similar net-
work location.

A �rst approach is to de�ne the similarity between nodes u and v, �u,v as:
�u,v = |Nu \ Nv|.

A weakness of this approach is that high degree nodes tends to be consid-
ered similar to low degree nodes. A variant consists in normalizing by nodes
degrees, thus computing the Jaccard Coe�cient of neighborhoods:

�u,v =
|Nu \ Nv|

|Nu [ Nv| � 2

Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity�cos is a standardmethod to compare vectors. It is de�ned
for two vectors x, y as :

�
cos
xy

=
x.y

|x||y|
This score can be used to measure the similarity between nodes neighbor-
hoods by using as vector xu of node u the row of the adjacency matrix cor-
responding to this node, i.e., xu = Au .
Cosine similarity of nodes then simpli�es to:

�
cos
uv

=
|Nu \ Nv|p

kukv

Pearson coe�cient
Pearson coe�cient is a standard measure of correlation between variables
X and Y , which is de�ned as :

rX,Y =
cov(X,Y )

�X�Y

with cov the covariance and � the standard deviation.
Much as for Cosine Similarity, we can adapt this measure to nodes similari-
ties by consideringA’s rows as discrete variables. The result can be under-
stood intuitively by observing that the numerator becomes:

cov(u, v) = |Nu \ Nv| �
kukv

N

which can be interpreted as the number of common neighbors minus the
expected number of common neighbors in a randomized network, given
nodes degrees.

cov(u, v) = 0 means that the number of common neighbors is exactly
what we would expect by chance given their degrees, while positive val-
ues means that they have more than expected (resp. for negative values).

Assortativity - Homophily
A network is said to be assortative or to demonstrate homophily if its nodes
tend to connect more with other nodes that are similar than to nodes that
are di�erent.
Similarity in this casemust be understood in termof nodes properties. Some
typical examples can be age, gender, language, political beliefs, etc.
Homophily is considered a common feature of many networks, in particular
social networks, as re�ected in the aphorism Birds of a feather �ock together.
Some networks can also demonstrate heterophily, or disassortativity, i.e., a
greater number of connections with nodes that are di�erent (for instance, in
a sentimental relationship network, women tend to connect more with men
than with other women).

Note on interpreting homophily
Homophily can be a link creation mechanism (nodes have a preference to
connect with similar ones, so the network end up to be assortative), or a
consequence of in�uence phenomenons (because nodes are connected,
they tend to in�uence each other and thus become more similar).
Without access to the dynamic of the network and its properties, it is not
possible to di�erentiate those e�ects.

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a recursive de�nition of importance: a node is im-
portant if it is connected to other important nodes. In practice, it is de�ned
in the following way: the eigenvector centrality Cu for every node u of the
graph is such that if each node sends its centrality score to its neighbors,
then the sum of scores received by each node will be equal to �Cu (with �

a constant). More formally,
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with � a normalisation constant. This recursive de�nition can be interpreted
in term of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which is de�ned asAx = �x, with
x an eigenvector, � the corresponding eigeinvalue. The eigenvector cen-
trality is de�ned as the leading invector, i.e., the eigenvector associated with
the highest eigenvalue, the only solution for which all centrality values are
positive.
A simple way to compute this eigenvalue is called the power method: one
start with random values on nodes, and iterate equation �. After some time,
it can be proven that the values converge to the eigenvector centrality.

Eigenvector centrality cannot in general be computedondirectednetworks,
because of source nodes, i.e., kin = 0. Those nodes have by de�nition a,
eigenvector centrality of � at t+�, and thus send a value of � at t+�, which
might in turn result in a score of � for its successors, and so on and so forth.

Pagerank centrality
Pagerank centrality is famous for being the method originally used by
google to rank web-pages: all pages containing the researched words are
ordered according to their Pagerank score in the graph of the WWW, in
which nodes are webpages and edges are hyperlinks.
It is a variant of the Eigenvector centrality, solving the problem of source
nodes.
Pagerank introduces two improvements: �) at each step t, each node gain
a small constant value. �) The values sent are divided equally among suc-
cessors (normalization by degree). Equation � thus becomes:
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with, by convention, � = 1,↵ 2 [0, 1] a parameter.
Pagerank centrality can also be expressed as the leading eigenvector of the
so-called Google matrix G, de�ned as Gij = ↵Sij + (1 � ↵)/n, with Sij

the adjacency matrix normalized by column.

Pagerank & RandomWalk
Pagerank can be interpreted in term of random walks. If you consider a
random walker moving from nodes to nodes following randomly chosen
out-going links, which starts on a random node and moves an in�nite num-
ber of times. Consider that at each step, this random walker can teleport to
any other node with a probability /alpha instead of following an outgoing
edge. Then, the probability for this random walker to be on each particular
node corresponds to its Pagerank score.
We can note that the average length of a walk before restart is ↵

1�↵
. The

typical value ↵ = 0.85 thus means that random walkers move in average
�.� times before restart, a typical value of average distance in real graphs.

Edge Structural indices
Edges situation in the network can also be described using structural prop-
erties, most of them being similar to node centralities.
Edge Clustering C

e of an edge (u, v) is the fraction of the neighbors of at
least one of the two nodes which are neighbors of both of them, i.e.,

C
e(u, v) =

|Nu \ Nv|
|Nu [ Nv| � 2

High clustering edges are said Integrative, low values nodes are said Disper-
sive.
Edge betweenness Is de�ned exactly as node betweenness, but counting
shortest paths going through each edge instead of each node, i.e.,

CB(u, v) =
X

s 6=t2V

�st(u, v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(u, v)
the number of those paths passing through edge (u, v).

Node Similarity
When studying a network, one might be interested in comparing nodes be-
tween themselves, for instance to discover the most similar nodes in the
network, or to assess if two nodes they are interested in share a similar net-
work location.

A �rst approach is to de�ne the similarity between nodes u and v, �u,v as:
�u,v = |Nu \ Nv|.

A weakness of this approach is that high degree nodes tends to be consid-
ered similar to low degree nodes. A variant consists in normalizing by nodes
degrees, thus computing the Jaccard Coe�cient of neighborhoods:

�u,v =
|Nu \ Nv|

|Nu [ Nv| � 2

Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity�cos is a standardmethod to compare vectors. It is de�ned
for two vectors x, y as :

�
cos
xy

=
x.y

|x||y|
This score can be used to measure the similarity between nodes neighbor-
hoods by using as vector xu of node u the row of the adjacency matrix cor-
responding to this node, i.e., xu = Au .
Cosine similarity of nodes then simpli�es to:

�
cos
uv

=
|Nu \ Nv|p

kukv

Pearson coe�cient
Pearson coe�cient is a standard measure of correlation between variables
X and Y , which is de�ned as :

rX,Y =
cov(X,Y )

�X�Y

with cov the covariance and � the standard deviation.
Much as for Cosine Similarity, we can adapt this measure to nodes similari-
ties by consideringA’s rows as discrete variables. The result can be under-
stood intuitively by observing that the numerator becomes:

cov(u, v) = |Nu \ Nv| �
kukv

N

which can be interpreted as the number of common neighbors minus the
expected number of common neighbors in a randomized network, given
nodes degrees.

cov(u, v) = 0 means that the number of common neighbors is exactly
what we would expect by chance given their degrees, while positive val-
ues means that they have more than expected (resp. for negative values).

Assortativity - Homophily
A network is said to be assortative or to demonstrate homophily if its nodes
tend to connect more with other nodes that are similar than to nodes that
are di�erent.
Similarity in this casemust be understood in termof nodes properties. Some
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PAGERANK
Matrix interpretation
Principal eigenvector of the “Google Matrix”:
First, define matrix S as:

-Normalization by columns of A
-Columns with only 0 receives 1/n

-Finally, Gij = αSij + (1 − α)/n
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� Networks as matrices

Matrices in short
Matrices are mathematical objects that can be thought as tables of num-
bers. The size of a matrix is expressed as m ⇥ n, for a matrix with m rows
and n columns. The order (row/column) is important.
Mij is a notation representing the element on rowm and column j .

A - Adjacency matrix
The most natural way to represent a graph as a matrix is called the Adja-
cency matrix A. It is de�ned as a square matrix, such as the number of
rows (and the number of columns) is equal to the number of nodes N in
the graph. Nodes of the graph are numbered from � to N , and there is an
edge between nodes i and j if the corresponding position of thematrixAij

is not 0.

• A value on the diagonal means that the corresponding node has a
self-loop

• the graph is undirected, thematrix is symmetric: Aij = Aji for any
i, j .

• In an unweighted network, and edge is represented by the value 1.

• In a weighted network, the value Aij represents the weight of the
edge (i, j)

Typical operations on A

Some operations on Adjacency matrices have straightforward interpreta-
tions and are frequently used

MultiplyingAby itself allows to know the number ofwalks of a given length
that exist between any pair of nodes: A2

ij
corresponds to the number of

walks of length � from node i to node j, A3
ij

to the number of walks of
length �, etc.

Multiplying A by a column vector W of length 1 ⇥ N can be thought as
setting the i th value of the vector to the ith node, and each node sending its
value to its neighbors (for undirected graphs). The result is a column vector
with N elements, the ith element corresponding to the sum of the values
of its neighbors in W . This is convenient when working with random walks
or di�usion phenomenon.

Spectral properties of A
Spectral Graph Theory is a whole �eld in itself, and beyond the scope of
this class. A few elements for those with a linear algebra background:

• The adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph is symmetric,
and therefore has a complete set of real eigenvalues and an orthog-
onal eigenvector basis.

• The set of eigenvalues of a graph is the spectrum of the graph.

• Eigenvalues are denoted as �0  �1  �2  . . .�n

• The largest eigenvalue �0 lies between the average and maximum
degrees

• The number of closed walks of length k inG equals
P

n

i
= 0�k

i

• A graph is bipartite if and only if its spectrum is symmetric (i.e., if �
is an eigenvalue, then so is��

• IfG is connected, then the diameter ofG is strictly less than its num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues

Graph Laplacian
The Graph Laplacian, or Laplacian Matrix of a graph is a variant of the Ad-
jacency matrix, often used in Graph theory and Spectral Graph Theory.
It is de�ned as D � A, with D the Degree matrix of the graph, de�ned as a
N ⇥ N matrix withDii = ki and zeros everywhere else.

Intuitively, Laplace operator is a generalization of the second derivative, and
is de�ned in discrete situations, for each value, as the sum of di�erences be-
tween the value and its "neighbors". e.g., in time, the �nd derivative accelera-
tion is the di�erence between current speed and previous speed. In a B&W
picture, it’s the di�erence between the greylevel on current pixel and the
greylevel of � or � closest pixels, and perform edge detection. On a graph,
with W a column vector representing values on nodes, LW computes for
each node the di�erence to neighbors.

Spectral properties of L
Eigenvalues of the Laplacian havemany applications, such as spectral clsu-
tering, graph matching, embedding, etc. AssumingG undirected with eigen-
values �0  �1  �2  . . .�n , here are some interesting properties:

• The smallest eigenvalue �i equals �

• The number of � eigenvalues gives the number of connected com-
ponents

RandomWalk matrix
Another useful matrix of a graph is the RandomWalk Transition Matrix R.
It is the column normalized version of the adjacency matrix. Rij can be un-
derstood as the probability for a random walker located on node i to move
to j .

Matrix notation - Example

Graph

�

�

�
�

��

A - AdjacencyMat.

0

BBBBB@

0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 0

1

CCCCCA

D - Degree Matrix

0

BBBBB@

3 0 0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 3

1

CCCCCA

L - Laplacian

0

BBBBB@

3 �1 0 0 �1 �1
�1 5 �1 �1 �1 �1
0 �1 2 �1 0 0
0 �1 �1 2 0 0
�1 �1 0 0 4 �1
�1 �1 0 0 �1 3

1

CCCCCA

A2

0

BBBBB@

3 2 1 1 3 2
2 5 1 1 3 2
1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1
3 3 1 1 4 3
2 2 1 1 3 3

1

CCCCCA

RandomW. mat.

0

BBBBBBBBBBBB@

0 1
5 0 0 1

4
1
3

1
3 0 1

2
1
2

1
4

1
3

0 1
5 0 1

2 0 0

0 1
5

1
2 0 0 0

1
3

1
5 0 0 1

4
1
3

1
3

1
5 0 0 1

4 0

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCA
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PageRank - as Random Walk
Main idea: The PageRank computation can be interpreted as a Random Walk 
process with restart

Teleportation probability: the parameter α gives the probability that in the next step of 
the RW will follow a Markov process or with probability 1-α it will jump to a random node

Pagerank score of a node thus corresponds to the probability of this random walker to be on 
this node after an infinite number of hops.



PAGERANK

• Then how do Google rank when we do a research?

• Compute pagerank (using the power method for scalability)

• Create a subgraph of documents related to our topic

• Of course now it is certainly much more complex, but we don’t really know:   
“Most search engine development has gone on at companies with little publication of technical 
details. This causes search engine technology to remain largely a black art” [Page, Brin, 1997]



OTHERS

• Many other centralities have been proposed

• The problem is how to interpret them ?

• Can be used as supervised tool:
‣ Compute many centralities on all nodes
‣ Learn how to combine them to find chosen nodes
‣ Discover new similar nodes
‣ (roles in social networks, key elements in an infrastructure, …)
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and

↵ <
1
�i

a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)

�!
I

Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and

↵ <
1
�i

a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)

�!
I

Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples
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(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X
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↵
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in which A
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vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.
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The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
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this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.
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the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
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in which A
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm
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Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph
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Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.
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P
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Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X
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↵
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in which A
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vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:
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T )�1 � I)
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm
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Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1
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Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
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Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X
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in which A
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means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm
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Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
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Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.
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Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
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in which A
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means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and
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a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V
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�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm
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subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
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as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
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Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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� Nodes and Edges structural indices

Node Structural indices
Node structural indices, often called Node centrality, re�ect how a node is
characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
social network, the more important I am in this network.

Farness - Closeness - Harmonic centrality
The closeness of a nodemeasures how close a node is from all other nodes,
in term of shortest paths. To interpret it, we canmake a parallel with a circle:
the point which is the closest to all the other points of the circle is its center.
The node of highest closeness is the equivalent of the center of the circle for
this graph. Its formulation is easily understood as the inverse of the farness.

Farness: Average distance to all other nodes in the graph

Farness(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u
`u,v

Closeness: Inverse of the farness, i.e., how close the node is to all other
nodes in term of shortest paths.

Closeness(u) =
N � 1

P
v2V \u `u,v

Harmonic centrality: A variant of the closeness de�ned as the average of
the inverse of distance to all other nodes (Harmonic mean). Well de�ned
on disconnected network with 1

1 = 0. Its interpretation is the same as the
closeness.

Harmonic(u) =
1

N � 1

X

v2V \u

1

`u,v

Clustering Coe�cient
This score, already de�ned, measure the triadic closure of a node. A high
score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.

Centrality - Examples

(a) Degree (b) Clustering Coe�cent

(c) Closeness (d) Harmonic Centrality

(e) Betweenness Centrality (f) Katz Centrality

(g) Eigenvector Centrality (h) PageRank

Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
1X

`=1

NX

v=1

↵
`(A`)vu

in which A
`

vu
means the number of paths of length ` from v to u, and

↵ <
1
�i

a parameter smaller than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue
ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:

CKatz(u) = ((I � ↵A
T )�1 � I)

�!
I

Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:

CB(v) =
X

s 6=v 6=t2V

�st(v)

�st

with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
The betweenness tends to grow with the network size. A normalized ver-
sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
directed graph: Cnorm

B
(v) =

CB(v)
(N�1)(N�2) .
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characteristic of a given structural property. This is often summarized as
a measure of the node importance, however importance and centrality are
subjective/qualitative notions. Thus a centrality, despite its name, do not
necessarily measure how central a node is, but rather how its position in the
graph is typical of the property captured by this index.

Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is the most straighforward centrality. It can be interpreted
as a measure of importance, of popularity, e.g., the more friends I have in a
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score is often interpreted as being well embedded in a particular commu-
nity (friends of my friends aremy friends because we all belong to the same
group), a low score can be typical of a bridge node, e.g., few connections be-
tween my friends because they belong to di�erent social circles.
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Katz centrality
Katz centrality is said to be a measure of the in�uence potential of a node.
For a node u, it is de�ned as the sum, for all path length distance `, of the
number of nodes located at distance exactly ` of u, discounted of a fac-
tor decreasing as ` increases. The intuition is that, the more nodes can be
accessed in few steps, the higher the value. More formally, it is expressed
as

CKatz(u) =
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in which A
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ofA, allowing to compute with matrix form:
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Note that in a directed network, Katz centrality must be interpreted as a vote
mechanism: a highest centrality of u means that more nodes can reach u

quickly, and not that u can reach many nodes quickly.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality measures how much the node plays the role
of a bridge. The highest the betweenness, the more the node is essential
to move quickly in the graph. More formally, the betweenness of u is de-
�ned as the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the
graph (but u) that go through u. As a consequence, if we remove a node of
high betweenness, many shortest paths will become longer, and the graph
harder to navigate. The extreme situation is a node on the only path be-
tween otherwise disconnected components: if we remove this node, some
nodes becomes unreachable from others. Those nodes thus tend to have
high betweenness. It is de�ned as:
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with �st the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and �st(v)
the number of those paths passing through v.
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sion can be obtained by dividing by the number of pairs of nodes, i.e., for a
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Degree
Clustering coefficient

Closeness
Harmonic Centrality

Betweenness

Eigenvector
PageRank

Which is which ?



Try again :)

Degree
Betweenness

Closeness
Eigenvector



Try again :)

A: Degree
B:Closeness

C: Betweenness
D: Eigenvector


